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The 193-nm photodissociation of SO2 has been studied using the resonantly enhanced multiphoton ionization 
of ground-state O(3PJ), coupled with velocity-map ion imaging. The dependence of the ion images on the 
linear polarization of pump and probe radiation has been used to determine the electronic angular momentum 
alignment of the recoiling, state-selected atoms, together with their speed distribution and translational 
anisotropy. The polarization data for J  =  1 and 2 have been used to estimate the state multipole moments of 
the O-atom electron spin and orbital angular momenta. The data suggest that both sources of O-atom electronic 
angular momentum are polarized. It is shown that the spin polarization could either arise from exit-channel 
couplings or be a manifestation of the participation of triplet states in the dissociation. The angular dependence 
of the potential energy in the exit channel is examined using long-range quadrupole-dipole and quadrupole- 
quadrupole interaction terms, from which molecular-frame multipole moments of the orbital angular momentum 
of the recoiling O atoms have been calculated. Comparison with the experimentally derived multipole moments 
is used to help provide insight into the dissociation mechanism. The results are also discussed in light of 
similar experimental data from the photodissociation of N2O.
1. Introduction
The spectroscopic properties and photodissociation dynamics 
of sulfur dioxide, an important trace species in the atmosphere, 
have been subjected to many studies over the past three decades. 
The C1B2 r  x xAi electronic transition is known to begin at 
around 240 nm,1 with predissociation into O(3P) +  SO(32 - ) 
products occurring above a threshold at approximately 219 
nm .1-5 Dynamical measurements have been conducted, using 
a range of experimental techniques, over a wavelength range 
of 193-218 nm, where the excess energy is insufficient to 
permit the formation of electronically excited products. How­
ever, despite this apparently simplifying constraint, the details 
of the dissociation mechanism are yet to be explained unam­
biguously.
A preliminary understanding of the subtleties at play in this 
system may be gained with reference to the schematic diagram 
of some of the low-lying electronic states of SO2 provided in 
Figure 1.6 At linearity, the approach from the separated O(3P) 
and SO(32 - ) fragments yields surfaces of 12 +, 1n ,  32 +, and 
3n  symmetries (along with 52 + and 5n  surfaces that are 
generally assumed to play no part in the dissociation process). 
On bending, these states correlate with those in the Cs
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the relevant potential curves adapted 
from Katagiri et al.6 In parentheses are the symmetries of the states at 
linearity in the long-range region. The electronic state accessed at 193 
nm is the C 1B2(21A/) state.
configuration that describes the dissociative pathway in the 
following manner:6
(1) The 12 + surface correlates with the ground 11A/ molecular 
state.
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(2) The 1n  surface splits into a stabilized 11A" state and, at 
long range, the repulsive 21A/ state.
(3) The 32+ surface correlates with the repulsive 23A' state.
(4) The 3n  surface splits into the stabilized 13A' and 13A" 
states.
Excitation in the wavelength range of 193-218 nm accesses 
the 21A/ surface (the C1B2 state in CzV symmetry), which 
correlates with electronically excited (and energetically inac­
cessible) SO(1 A) +  O(1D) products.6 It has been suggested that 
dissociation to the observed products may occur through one, 
or more, of the following mechanistic pathways:
(1 ) an internal conversion mechanism to quasi-bound con­
tinuum levels of the 11A/ground state;3,6,7
(2) an intersystem crossing onto the repulsive 23A' surface;4,8
(3) an avoided crossing with the 31A/ state.9,10
In 2000, Houston and co-workers provided a comprehensive 
summary of the experimental and theoretical studies concerning 
the SO2 predissociation process that had been published up until 
that time.11 The review emphasized the extent of the interpretive 
disagreement in the literature, with arguments being raised 
variously for the internal conversion,3,6,7 the intersystem cross­
ing,4,8 and the avoided crossing mechanisms9,10 being the 
dominant dissociative pathways over a variety of excitation 
energies. The authors subsequently conducted an ion-imaging 
study of the photolysis at selected wavelengths between 202 
and 207 nm .11 They argued that the variations in the vibrational- 
energy partitioning in the SO fragments, inferred through the 
velocity distributions of the detected O(3P) atoms were consis­
tent with a wavelength-dependent dissociation mechanism. The 
velocity distribution at wavelengths above 203 nm, which was 
found to be characterized by a relatively uniform partitioning 
among the energetically accessible levels, was attributed to a 
dissociation via an internal conversion mechanism to very high 
vibrational levels of the molecular ground state. Conversely, 
the images recorded at shorter wavelengths appeared to give 
rise to SO fragments formed predominantly in their ground 
vibrational state, an observation ascribed to dissociation via 
crossing onto the singlet repulsive state. Although a number of 
experiments conducted near the dissociation threshold have 
indeed concluded that in this region an internal conversion is 
the most likely dissociation pathway,3,6,7 certain other recent 
evidence has also pointed toward a change in the reaction 
mechanism at longer wavelengths. In particular, Ray et al.,10 
studying dispersed emission spectra at excitation energies around 
200 nm, suggested that the observation of nominally forbidden 
transitions involving odd quanta in the SO2 v 3 band could be 
explained by a curve crossing of the repulsive 31A/ state with 
the C 1B2(21A/) surface. Ab initio calculations performed by 
Bludsky et al. on the vibrational states of SO2 in the C1B2 state12 
supported these conclusions, although the same authors did point 
out in a later paper13 that the strong activity in the emissions 
seen in these experiments was not necessarily indicative of 
mixing to the repulsive singlet state.
Nonetheless, close inspection of the literature raises several 
issues that are yet to be explained in a unified picture of the 
predissociation process. For example, in a number of earlier 
experimental measurements14-16 conducted at 193 nm, the 
vibrational-state distribution of the nascent SO(32 - ) products 
was found to be strongly inverted and to peak in v =  2 (rather 
than in v =  0). Although SO vibrational populations distributions 
between 193 and 202 nm might help to shed light on the reason 
for the differences in behavior observed at short and long 
wavelengths, unfortunately these are not currently available. On 
the basis of their experimental and theoretical study, Katagiri
and co-workers6 concluded that the internal-conversion mech­
anism was dominant over the entire wavelength range of 200­
220 nm, although their theoretical calculations did allow the 
possibility of some minor contributions to the dissociation from 
crossings onto either the 23A' or 31A/ surfaces. A recent Fourier 
transform infrared study of the photolysis at 193 nm conducted 
by Weiner and co-workers17 led the authors to suggest that, even 
in this high-excess-energy domain, the dissociation did indeed 
occur predominantly via internal conversion to the ground state.
One aspect of the dissociation process that may help to 
disentangle these ambiguities further lies in the possibility of 
measuring the angular momentum polarization of the observed 
products. Angular momentum alignment was indeed identified, 
qualitatively, in the oxygen atoms detected in the ion-imaging 
experiments by Houston and co-workers. Recent theoretical 
advances18 have introduced the possibility of quantifying the 
alignment of O(3P) products arising from such systems. Such 
an approach has been demonstrated in a recent study of N2O 
photolysis conducted within this group.21 Because the presence 
of angular momentum alignment in an atomic product relates 
directly to the polarization of either or both of the orbital and 
spin angular momenta of the unpaired electrons in the atom, it 
provides a particularly sensitive measure of the evolving 
molecular structure. For example, by invoking a “fast-dissocia- 
tion model” in ref 21 in which the electron spin was assumed 
to be unpolarized, it was possible to use these measurements to 
make an assignment of the potential energy surface(s) on which 
the product wave function must be evolving.
In the work presented here, velocity-map ion imaging has 
been used to measure the O(3PJ) photofragment speed distribu­
tions, speed-dependent translational anisotropies, and atomic 
angular momentum alignment parameters for each of the three 
spin-orbit states ( J  =  0, 1 , 2) following photolysis at a 
wavelength of 193 nm. The former two measurements provide 
confirmation of a number of previous findings.14-16,33,37 The 
new results are presented in section 3, following a brief 
description of the experimental and data analysis procedures in 
section 2. In section 4, the data are discussed in light of a model 
in which the spin-orbit interaction in the recoiling O atom is 
included explicitly and in light of new theoretical calculations 
of the angular dependence of the long-range potential energy 
curves. Finally, our principal findings are summarized in section 
5.
2. Method
2.1. Experimental Procedures. The experiments were carried 
out using a standard velocity-map ion-imaging apparatus, which 
has been described in detail previously.19-21 Briefly, a mixture 
of 5% SO2 seeded in He at a backing pressure of 2 bars was 
expanded through a pulsed nozzle (General valve) with a 0.8- 
mm-diameter orifice and collimated by a 1 -mm-diameter 
skimmer. The rotational temperature of the beam was deter­
mined to be ~50 K. Further downstream, the molecular beam 
was passed through a 2-mm hole in the repeller plate of the 
velocity-mapping ion optics assembly and crossed 5 cm away 
from the nozzle exit by two counterpropagating laser beams. 
The photolysis radiation was provided by a Lambda Physik 
EMG103 excimer laser operating at 193 nm, and the probe 
radiation was obtained by frequency doubling the output of an 
excimer-pumped dye laser (Lambda Physik LPD series). The 
time delay between the two laser pulses was ~10 ns. Two plano­
convex lenses of 30-cm focal length were used to focus the 
radiation onto the molecular beam. The O(3PJ) photofragments 
were probed by (2 +  1 ) resonantly enhanced multiphoton
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ionization (REMPI) via the 3p 3P r  3p j  transitions near 225 
nm. The probe laser energy was attenuated to around 500 uJ 
pulse-1  to reduce to an insignificant level the signal arising from 
the probe laser alone. During image acquisition, the probe-laser 
wavelength was scanned over the Doppler profile of the O(3P) 
transitions to ensure an equal detection sensitivity for all of the 
product velocities. The oxygen ions were velocity mapped onto 
an imaging detector consisting of 40-mm chevron double­
microchannel plates (MCPs) coupled to a P47 phosphor screen 
(DelMar Ventures). The image on the phosphor was captured 
by an intensified charge-coupled device (CCD) camera (Pho­
tonic Science), electronically gated to the flight time of the 
detected ions and sent to a PC for signal processing (thresh­
olding, event counting,32 and accumulation). Images were 
averaged over 20 000 laser shots. Velocity calibration of the 
final images was achieved using images of O(3P) from the 
photodissociation of O2, the energetics for which are well 
characterized.
To extract information on O(3PJ) alignment, images were 
obtained in four geometries, labeled HH, HV, VH, and VV, 
according to the polarization of the pump and probe lasers lying 
parallel (H) or perpendicular (V) to the image plane. These 
geometries are equivalent to Cases I to IV in the notation used 
by Dixon.25 Pairs of images were collected simultaneously using 
a photoelastic modulator to switch the polarization of the probe 
laser every shot. This procedure not only reduced the errors 
due to experimental drift during the measurements but also 
enabled the measurement of the total angular momentum 
alignment, (A20), from the measured intensity ratios. This 
alignment parameter is required to normalize the image intensity 
prior to data analysis.
Separate REMPI spectra were recorded to determine the 
relative spin-orbit populations arising from the photolysis. For 
this purpose, the total signal output of the phosphor screen was 
sent to a boxcar averager, gated at the appropriate arrival time. 
The integrated signal corresponding to each spin- orbit state 
was used to determine the ratio of the photofragment popula­
tions.
2.2. Data Analysis. The method used to extract dynamical 
information from the velocity-map images is identical to that 
described in a previous paper on N2O photolysis.21 Briefly, the 
laboratory (lab) frame scattering distribution P (v, Q v, Qj) of 
the O(3P) product following the polarized laser photolysis of 
SO2 may be expanded semiclassically in spherical harmonics:
P(V, Qv, Q )  =  X F ^ Q v )  ClqiQj) (1)
k,q
V is the product speed, and Q v =  (0V,0V) and Q, =  ( 0 j , )  are 
the lab frame polar coordinates of the product velocity vector 
(i.e., the scattering angle) and total angular momentum vector, 
respectively. The expansion coefficients (or rotational moments) 
pkq(v, Q v) are functions of both velocity and scattering angle, 
and the spherical harmonics depend only on the angular 
momentum polar coordinates Qj. The lab frame is defined such 
that the z axis lies along the polarization vector and the x  axis 
lies along the propagation vector of the photolysis light. The 
first step in obtaining the rotational moments of a velocity-map 
image is to express the distribution in eq 1 in terms of 
coordinates in a new reference frame, known as the time-of- 
flight (TOF) frame, in which z lies along the time-of-flight axis. 
( x  is still defined to lie along the photolysis laser propagation 
direction.) The image rotational moments are then obtained 
simply by integrating the distribution along the time-of-flight 
axis, mirroring the compression of the ion cloud along this axis
TABLE 1: Vibrational Populations of the SO 
Photofragments of the 193-nm Photodissociation of SO2 as 
Estimated by the Simulation of the Observed O(3Pj) Speed 
Distributions Shown in Figure 4a
level population
V = 0 0.09(1)
V =  1 0.23(2)
V =  2 0.56(5)
V = 3 0.06(2)
V =  4 0.06(2)
V = 5 —
a Data have been averaged over O-atom spin-orbit state J. Errors 
in the last decimal place are given in parentheses.
during the experiment. A second rotation, to a detection frame, 
is often required to allow the use of expressions in the literature 
for the rotational line strengths. (See, for example, ref 31.) The 
final expression for the rotational moments of the images may 
then be written as
Pq'(Vp, 0 t)det =  ^ X ^  X  X [1  +  (-1)*+*] x
4 ^  q  K=0,2 k1
fK(k1, k, q , 4 ', R, R )  F f a ,  k, q ; Vp) (2)
in which vp and 0T are the radial and angular coordinates of 
the image, respectively, and 0 T is the angle that the product 
velocity vector makes with the time-of-flight axis. R  =  (a, ft, 
Y) and R  =  ( a ', f t , Y )  are Euler angles for the frame 
transformations, defined in Table 1 of ref 19. The indices k1, 4  
and k, 4 '  denote the spherical harmonic components of the 
velocity and angular momentum distributions of the product in 
the final or “detection” reference frame.
Equation 2 takes the form of a Fourier cosine series in which 
the coefficient of each term is a sum over products of 
“geometrical factors” f0K and “dynamical factors” F 0K. The 
geometrical factors depend only on the experimental geometry 
and are easily calculated, but the dynamical factors are functions 
of a set of alignment parameters that define the scattering 
dynamics. Analytical expressions for the f0K and F0K factors 
have been given in previous publications.19-21 Note that simple 
relationships exist between each of the commonly used sets of 
alignment parameters (e.g., the bipolar moments bI^ (k1, k; v) 
introduced in the semiclassical treatment by Dixon,25 the 
polarization parameters akq(p) used by Rakitzis et al.,28,29 and 
the alignment anisotropy parameters of Vasyutinskii and co- 
workers27). Here we use the alignment anisotropy parameters 
ft2, s2, a 2, y2, and y 2 because these are appropriate for a full 
quantum-mechanical treatment of photodissociation.2'
The Hertel-Stoll scheme26 is used to convert the (potentially) 
complex quantities pk^. into the real quantities p4,±:
P ^ ^  <£t) =  ^ 2 [ ( -1 ) 4  P+4'(vp, ^ t)  +  P - q ^  <£t)]
1 e  q r e  k  (3)
and
p0+(vF 0 t)  =  P0(VF 0 t)  (4)
Using linearly polarized pump and probe radiation and probing 
the O(3P) photofragments via (2 +  1) REMPI, we find that the 
analytical form of the images obtained depends only on the p0, 
p0, and p2+ rotational moments. For the four experimental
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geometries used, the appropriate expressions for the images
^HV(vp, ^T) ^VV(vp, ^T) p0(vp, ^T) +  ^  p  p0(vp, ^T)
P0
1 VH(vp, &r) =  ^ H h ^  0 t)  =  p0(vp, 0 t)
-  ^  T j^ V p , ^r) +  ^3p2+(Vp, (5)
where P2/P0 is the line-strength factor for the probe (2 +  1)
REMPI transition, taking the values 0, «y^, and - / / 1 0  for 
the J  =  0, 1, and 2 spin-orbit components of O(3P).18,30 Explicit 
expressions for the p4(vp, 0t ) appearing in these equations 
have been given by Bracker et al.27
These expressions may be used in conjunction with eqs 2 
and 3 to obtain analytical expressions for the Fourier moments 
of the measured images. As described previously,21 here we 
have used a basis set made up of a sum of Gaussian functions 
to describe the speed dependence of the various angular 
momentum polarization parameters. These may be fit to the 
Fourier moments extracted from the experimental data in order 
to obtain the (velocity-dependent) alignment parameters char­
acterizing the scattering distribution using the methodology 
described in ref 21. The experimental Fourier moments, cn(Vp), 
of the ion images, I (v x,vy)vp =  I(v p,0r), are defined as
cn(Vp) =  N / 0°n1 >x, Vy) cos(n^r)Vp # r  (6)
where the normalization constant N  is equal to 1 when n  )  0 
and N  =  2 when n  > 0. With linearly polarized pump and probe 
radiation, n  is restricted to even terms.
Four sets of images were collected for each experimental 
geometry and spin-orbit state of O(3P) and used to determine 
the alignment parameters. Error estimates for the alignment 
parameters are given as the standard deviation in the parameters 
returned from fits to the individual sets of data, unless otherwise 
stated.
3. Results
3.1. S p in -O rb it State Populations. O-atom spin-orbit 
populations were obtained directly from the integrated REMPI 
transition intensities, as described in section 2.1. The resulting 
relative values for J  =  0:1:2 were 1:2.3(2):4.6(4), which are 
very close to the statistical ratio of the spin-orbit state 
degeneracies 1:3:5 (further discussion in section 4.1). The 
measured population ratios are in reasonable agreement with 
those of Abe et al.,33 1:2.5:7.6, and those of Huang and 
Gordon,34 1:2.6:5.2, both obtained using VUV laser-induced 
fluorescence and a photolysis wavelength of 193 nm. Houston 
and co-workers11 also determined spin-orbit population ratios 
in the wavelength region from 20 2 - 207 nm using velocity- 
map ion imaging. Their values vary quite markedly with 
photolysis wavelength and kinetic energy release, but those 
measured at 202.13 nm (1:2.2:3.2), at which wavelength the 
kinetic energy release is quite similar to that in the present 
measurements, are reasonably close to the values obtained here 
at 193 nm. By contrast, the elegant state-to-state experiments 
of Tiemann and co-workers5,35,36 close to the dissociation 
threshold reveal a much stronger preference for population of
HH HV VH W
Figure 2. Velocity-map ion images of the O(3Pj) J  =  0 (top row), 1 
(middle row), and 2 (bottom row) fragments generated by 193-nm 
photodissociation of SO2. The four columns show images obtained in 
the HH, HV, VH, and VV pump—probe geometries, as described in 
the text.
the O(3P2) ground state, consistent with near-adiabatic dissocia­
tion at low product recoil energies.
3.2. O(3P) Speed Distribution and SO(3£ —) Internal State 
Populations. The complete set of velocity-map ion images is 
shown in Figure 2, and the first three even Fourier moments of 
these images, together with the fits to them using the procedures 
described in section 2, are shown in Figure 3. The analysis first 
yields the speed distribution of the quantum state-selected O(3Pj) 
photofragments. The three speed distributions are compared in 
Figure 4. The fact that they are so similar supports the view 
that the spin—orbit states have a common dynamical origin, with 
the population of the three states determined in the exit channel. 
Both the Fourier moments of the images and the resulting speed 
distributions show some structure, which is probably associated 
with the population of vibrational levels in the SO(X) cofrag­
ment. Similar structure has been observed previously at 193 
nm in the TOF experiments of Kawasaki and Sato16 and Huber 
and co-workers15,37 and in the wavelength range of 202—207 
nm by Houston and co-workers.11
To estimate the SO vibrational populations, we fit the speed 
distributions shown in Figure 4 with a sum of Gaussian 
functions, each corresponding to the SO cofragment born in a 
different vibrational state. The widths of the Gaussians, together 
with the vibrational populations for levels V )  0— 5 , were used 
as adjustable parameters in the fit. The Gaussians widths 
returned from the analysis and their precise location on the 
velocity scale provide some indication of the mean rotational 
energy of the SO fragments. We obtain a mean rotational 
excitation of ~700 cm—1, in reasonable accord with the data of 
Huber and co-workers.37 Judging from the widths of the 
structures seen in the longer-wavelength study of Houston and 
co-workers,11 the degrees of rotational excitation observed in 
the short- and long-wavelength studies must be quite similar.
The vibrational populations derived from the fits, again 
averaged over the O-atom spin—orbit state, are shown in Table 
1. The data are very similar to those obtained previously at 193 
nm .8,14—16,39 All studies agree that the most populated SO 
photofragment vibrational level is v =  2 , although there is some 
disagreement about the extent of the population of neighboring 
vibrational levels,8,14—16,39 probably arising from differences in 
energy resolution. In contrast to the rotational excitation, note 
that the vibrational distribution at 193 nm is found to be quite 
different from those obtained by Houston and co-workers11 in 
the range of 202—207 nm.
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Figure 3. Same as for Figure 2 but showing the first three even Fourier moments, C0,2,4(vp), of the raw ion images, together with the fits to the data 
(dotted lines) using the procedures described in section 2.2. Note that the c4(vp) moments are almost zero for all of the images shown in Figure 2 
and that the C2(vp) moments are either zero on symmetry grounds or are slightly negative.
Figure 4. Comparison of the speed distributions, P ( v), obtained for 
the three O(3PJ) spin-orbit states. After the transformation to kinetic 
energy release, fits to the data yielded the vibrational populations shown 
in Table 1, as described in the text. The lines are coded as follows: — 
3P0, ------- 3P1, and ••• 3P2. The error bars represent 2a.
3.3. Angular Distributions. The speed-dependent transla­
tional anisotropies, ft(v), returned from the Fourier moment 
analysis are shown in Figure 5 for the three O(3Pj) spin-orbit 
states. The present experiments reveal a small but measurable 
anisotropy parameter with no obvious systematic trend with 
O-atom speed (or, equivalently, with SO internal quantum state). 
The speed-averaged values for the three O-atom spin-orbit
Figure 5. Same as for Figure 4 but showing the speed-dependent 
translational anisotropies, ft(v), for the three probed O-atom spin-orbit 
states. Notice that the y-axis scale has been expanded to half the full 
range of the translational anisotropy. The three lines refer to the three 
spin-orbit states of oxygen and are labeled as in Figure 4. The error 
bars represent 2a.
states are given in Table 2. The mean of these, ft ~  0.12, may 
be interpreted as arising from the slow predissociation of a 
prolate top molecule, which closely describes the inertial 
character of SO2. The important quantity in determining ft in 
this limit is the dissociation lifetime t  relative to the rotational 
period w, characterized by the parameter t* =  w t.38 The lifetime
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Figure 6. Speed dependence of the alignment anisotropy parameters (upper panels) and the total alignment (lower panels), A20( v) = -  2(a2 + y 2 
+ n), for O(3P) atoms born in J  = 1 (left panels) and J  = 2 (right panels). The full ranges of the alignment parameters is given in ref 21. In the 
upper panels, alignment anisotropy parameters are coded as follows: — s2, ------- a2, - • • - • •  y2, and ••• n2. The error bars represent 2a.
TABLE 2: Velocity-Averaged Spatial Anisotropy and 
Alignment Anisotropy Parameters for the O(3P) Products of 
193-nm SO2 Photolysis3
O(3P0) O(3P1) O(3P2)
ft +0.15(2) +0.07(2) +0.13(2)
s2 +0.018(3) -0.040(4)
a 2 +0.003(2) +0.009(3)
Y 2 - 0.001(1) +0.003(2)
V2 -0.005(2) +0.008(5)
(A°o) b +0.005(1) -0.040(2)
(A°o) c +0.005 -0.035
a Alignment parameters are given to three decimal places, with error 
estimates in the final decimal place given in parentheses. b Determined 
from the fitting procedure. c Determined from the relative total intensi­
ties of images collected in different experimental geometries.
of SO2(C) after excitation at 193 nm is known to be t  ~  25 
ps,6 and an estimate of the rotational angular frequency, w, may 
be obtained using the classical expression
Erot =  \ Iw l
assuming a parent molecular rotational temperature of ~50 K. 
The resulting value of t* is found to be ~30, which is 
sufficiently large to be able to assume that the parent molecule 
survives for many rotational periods prior to dissociation. 
Bersohn and co-workers have shown that under these conditions 
ft may be written as38
ft =  « 4 20^Q (¥))))ft0  »  0.17ft0
The expectation value ((D oo^Q M ))) has been evaluated 
using the data from Table 2 of ref 38. ft0 represents the value 
of ft in the prompt recoil limit. Assuming that the transition 
moment for the SO2 transition lies along an axis parallel to the 
two oxygen atoms (as it should for the C r  x  transition) and 
that SO2 possesses an excited-state bond angle of ~104°,46 ft0 
can be estimated to be ~0.4. This would yield ft ~  0.17ft0 =
0.07, in qualitative agreement with the measured value of 0.12.
Previous measurements of the translational anisotropy of SO2 
photodissociation at 193 nm have yielded values close to 
zero.15,39 However, the present value of ~0.1 is within previous 
experimental error. In their recent velocity-map ion-imaging 
study of the photodissociation of SO2 at wavelengths centered 
around 205 nm, Houston and co-workers also reported a small 
anisotropy but ascribed this to the effects of angular momentum 
polarization.11 In the present work, the availability of the 
necessary line-strength factors18 has made it possible to decouple 
fully the effects of translational anisotropy and rotational 
polarization.
3.4. Angular Momentum Polarization. An analysis of the 
probe-laser polarization dependence of the ion images for the 
O(3P1) and O(3P2) atomic products yields the angular momentum 
polarization parameters, as described in section 2.2. Images for 
the O(3P0) photofragments sensibly showed no dependence on 
probe polarization. The speed dependences of the alignment 
anisotropy parameters s2, a 2, y2, and n2 for the two spin-orbit 
states are shown in the upper panels of Figure 6. The velocity- 
dependent total alignments (A20) =  -  2(a2 +  y2 +  n2)27 are 
shown in the lower panels of Figure 6. The total alignment may 
be determined either from the intensity differences between 
images obtained in different pump-probe geometries or from 
separate measurements in which the total REMPI intensity is 
monitored as a function of probe polarization.21 The two 
methods yield essentially the same results (Table 2) and provide 
a useful check of the self-consistency of the data and its analysis. 
Note that the magnitude of the alignment for the J  =  1 fragments 
is significantly smaller than that for the J  )  2 fragments, a 
feature that is also clear from an inspection of the Fourier 
moments of the images shown in Figure 3.
The most notable feature of the data shown in Figure 6 is 
that the signs of all of the alignment parameters, apart from a 2, 
which is subject to relatively large errors, are opposite for the
O atoms formed in J  =  1 and 2. This behavior is similar to that 
observed in the O(3PJ) products of the photodissociation of 
N2O.21 The alignment anisotropy parameters show little sys­
tematic behavior with recoil speed, and their speed-averaged
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TABLE 3: Molecular Frame Multipole Moments of the 
Total Electronic Angular Momentum, pKQ(J), for O(3Pi) and 
O(3P2) Products of 193-nm SO2 Photolysis, Averaged over 
Scattering Anglea
PkQ.J)I Pm(J) O(3P i) o (3p 2)
F2o( J)/Poo( J)R  [P2i( J )]/ Poo( j )
F22( J)/Foo( J)
+0.12(3)
+0.003(3)
+0.011(3)
—0.26(3)
-0.007(4)
—0.016(9)
a Errors in the last decimal place are given in parentheses.
values are collected in Table 2. Another notable feature of the 
alignment anisotropy parameters is that they are dominated by 
the parameter s2. This parameter is related to the semiclassical 
bipolar moment ft0(22)40 (often referred to as the v - j  correla- 
tion25). In the limit in which all memory of the laboratory frame 
alignment of the transition moment is lost, the v - j  correlation 
is the only surviving alignment parameter.41,42 The low value 
of ft  observed here suggests that although there is some memory 
of the initial alignment of the transition moment it will not be 
possible to determine all of the molecular frame moments of 
the angular momentum distribution with equal sensitivity.
The alignment anisotropy parameters may be transformed into 
molecular frame parameters using the equations21,27
F20(J) =  75 [s2 — 2 r 2P2(cos PM 
PoO(J) [1 +  ^ 0P2(cos Pt)]
R[F2i(J)] _  — V3oV(J) 72 sin Pt cos Pl 
Poo(J) 2 [1 +  y^ 0P2(cos Pt)]
P22J )  _  — V30V(J) % sin2 Pt 
P00(J) 4 [1 +  ^ 0P2(cos Pt)]
(7)
(8) 
(9)
where V(1) =  VTo and V(2) =  5 ^ 2/7. Note that the molecular- 
frame multipole moments depend in principle on the scattering 
angle 0t relative to the electric vector of the photolysis light. 
However, because s2 is much larger than the other polarization 
moments, the scattering-angle dependence of the molecular- 
frame moments is not significant, and instead here we use the 
speed-averaged alignment anisotropy parameters from Table 2, 
together with the above equations, to obtain the scattering-angle- 
averaged molecular-frame multipole moments p2Q(J) shown in 
Table 3. Consistent with the above discussion concerning the 
parameter s2, the molecular multipole moments are dominated 
by the contribution from p2o(J), as seen from eq 7. As with the 
polarization anisotropy parameters, the multipole moments for 
J =  1 and 2 are opposite in sign, just as they are in the case of 
the photodissociation of N2O .21 In fact, the signs of the multipole 
moments are also the same as those observed in the case of 
N2O, although in the present case the J =  1 atoms are relatively 
unpolarized compared with their J  =  2 counterparts.
4. Discussion
4.1. O rbital and Spin Polarization. In our previous work 
on the 193-nm photodissociation of N2O, a simple model was 
developed to help interpret the O-atom alignment measure­
ments.21 It was assumed that the recoil of the O atom was 
sufficiently fast compared with the time scale of spin-orbit 
coupling43 that in the exit channel the system evolved diabati- 
cally into products. Importantly, it was assumed, furthermore, 
that the O-atom electron spin was unpolarized. Although it might 
be true that in the exit channel of the photodissociation of SO2 
the relative motion of the photofragments is also fast, there are
several reasons that the assumption of unpolarized electron spin 
in the present system might be invalid.
One can think of the photodissociation of SO2 as occurring 
via two interconnected regions. Region 1 includes the Franck- 
Condon and close interaction regions, where the excited SO2 
molecule is trapped on a time scale of tens of picoseconds. This 
is likely to correspond to the wells on either the ground 1TA' or 
excited 2TA' potential energy surfaces. Region 2 corresponds 
to the exit channel region, where the fragments separate rapidly, 
in the present case with a relative velocity of around 2700 m 
s-1. The boundary between regions 1 and 2 could, for example, 
be taken to be the crossing seam between the 21A and the 23A 
states or the avoided crossing between the 2TA' and the 3TA' 
states. The possible involvement of triplet states, either in region
1 or at the intersection between regions 1 and 2 , means that it 
is unsafe to assume that the total electron spin of the parent 
molecule, 5 ot (*0), remains unpolarized. If the parent molecular 
spin were polarized on entering region 2 and the motion in 
region 2 were rapid compared with the time scale for spin­
orbit coupling, then (as will be shown below) spin-polarized 
oxygen atoms would be generated. In this case, rapid motion 
in region 2 ensures that the spin polarization is unchanged from 
that established on entry into that region. A further complication 
is that, unlike the situation in N2O where the N2 cofragment is 
a closed-shell species, here the O-atom cofragment is an open- 
shell SO(32 - ) species. This adds considerable complexity to 
the exit channel of this system compared with that in N2O, which 
will not be treated rigorously here.
To overcome some of the difficulties outlined above, instead 
of neglecting spin polarization, here we fit the O-atom polariza­
tion data explicitly allowing for the possibility of O-atom spin 
polarization. We assume that on entering region 2 the exchange/ 
electrostatic interaction is large compared with the spin-orbit 
interaction either within or between each evolving photofrag­
ment. The spin of the SO fragment in the exit channel of region
2 is treated as a spectator, but the spin-orbit interaction in the 
recoiling O atom is incorporated explicitly. Within these 
assumptions, it is possible to relate the state multipoles of the 
O-atom total angular momentum J  to those of its orbital L  and 
spin 5  angular momenta. As shown in our previous study of 
the photodissociation of N2O ,21 the atomic state multipoles in 
the L , 5 representation can be related to those in the J , J  
representation. (See eqs A1 and A2 of ref 21.) Specializing to 
the case where coherences between different spin-orbit states 
of oxygen are not measured, such that J  is equal to J , yields 
the following expression for the state multipole moments of J
Pkiq(J) _  X  (2 J  +  1)[(2K1 +  1)(2K2 +  1)]
1/2
K1K2
\ L  L  K 1 ]
X { S  S  K  C KKQq1 K2q2 PK1q1(L) PK2q2(S) (10)
where pKm (L) and pKiqi(S) are the state multipoles describing 
the electronic orbital angular momentum L  and spin angular 
momentum S, respectively. The (C^Qq K^  are Clebsch—Gordan 
coefficients. Note that for the real moments p k  — q =  (— 1)qFKq, 
with poo(L) =  1/V(2L+1) and poo(S) =  1/V(2S+1). Whereas 
in the fast-recoil model previously employed the electron spin 
is assumed to be unpolarized,21 such that the only nonzero 
moment is p00(S), here we fit the moments of S  and L  given the 
moments of J  for J  =  1 and 2. Because we have used only 
linearly polarized pump and probe radiation in the present study, 
we have information only about the alignment moments of J
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TABLE 4: Molecular Frame Multipole Moments of the 
Electronic Orbital and Spin Angular Momenta, pKQ(L/S), for 
the O(3P) Products of 193-nm SO2 Photolysis, Averaged over 
Scattering Anglea
PkQJ-1 S) PkQ(S/L)
P20('")
R  [P21( — )] 
P22("0
- 0.12(1)
-0.007(4)
+ 0.12(2)
-0.15(1)
- 0.001(2)
-0.14(2)
a Errors in the last decimal place are given in parentheses. Note that 
the analysis does not allow the assignment of the moments are 
associated with L and those associated with 5.
TABLE 5: Molecular Frame Multipole Moments of the 
Electronic Orbital and Spin Angular Momenta Showing the 
Molecular Frame Multipole Moments, pKQX), for O(3Pj) and 
O(3P2) Obtained, Assuming that the O-Atom Spin Is 
Unpolarized21,a
PkQ(L) O(3P1) O(3P2)
P20(L)
R  [P21(-)] 
P22(L)
-0.14(4)
-0.003(3)
-0.013(6)
-0.26(4)
-0.006(4)
-0.015(10)
a The fact that the moments for J =  1 and 2 are not the same suggests 
that the use of this model is inappropriate in the present case. (See the 
text for discussion.)
(i.e., K is even). Although terms with odd moments in 5 and L 
(i.e., odd KT and K2) could contribute to the alignment of J, 
such terms have been neglected in the present study, and only 
even terms in KT and K2 have been retained. In principle, the 
measurement of the orientation of J  would allow this ap­
proximation to be avoided and the odd moments of L  and 5  to 
be determined explicitly.
With the above model, it is possible to determine the three 
moments p2o('"), R  [p21( " 0], and p22( '" )  for the spin and 
orbital angular momenta, as shown in Table 4. Note that because 
5  =  L  =  1 for O(3P) it is not possible to determine which set 
of derived multipole moments is associated with 5  and which 
is associated with L. The analysis also yields predictions for 
the spin-orbit state populations, N(J) =  (2J  +  1)1/2poo(J), which, 
because the polarization is small, turn out to be very close to 
the statistical limit, in good agreement with the experiment. The 
inability to assign the moments to either the spin or the orbital 
angular momentum leads to uncertainty about the sign of the 
p22(L) moment. By contrast, the values derived for moments 
p2o(L/5) and R[p21(L/5)] are quite similar, and thus the sign 
and magnitude of these moments of L  and 5  are determined 
quite precisely. Note that the analysis suggests that the spin 
angular momentum is polarized. The negative signs of p20(L/5) 
and p20(5/L) indicate that both 5  and L  are preferentially aligned 
perpendicular to the recoil axis. Furthermore, the opposite signs 
of the two multipole moments p22(L) and p22(5) indicate that L  
and 5  lie preferentially perpendicular to one another.
It is informative to compare the present results for the 
multipole moments of the orbital angular momentum L  with 
those that would have been obtained with the fast recoil model 
when all of the K2 *  0 moments of 5  are constrained to zero. 
The fast-recoil multipole moments are shown in Table 5. 
Although the results of the two treatments yield qualitatively 
similar L-state multipole moments, as seen by a comparison of 
the data in Tables 4 and 5, the data of Table 5 confirm that it 
is inappropriate to neglect the spin polarization of the O atom 
because the predicted moments differ significantly for J =  1 
and 2 .
The presence of spin-polarized atomic oxygen is intriguing 
and might arise from two possible sources. It could be taken as 
evidence for the participation of triplet states, either in region
1 or, more likely in the present case, in region 2. If we assume 
that in region 2 dissociation proceeds rapidly, such that the spin 
polarization is unchanged in the exit channel, then it is possible 
to express the state multipole moments of the parent molecular 
spin 5tot in terms of the measured O-atom spin-polarization 
moments pkq(5). In fact, this can be done simply by taking the 
inverse of the state multipole expansion, eq 10, replacing J  with 
5 ot, L  with 5, and 5  with 5So, the spin of the SO cofragment, 
and adapting the resulting equation for K2 =  q 2 =  0 (equivalent 
to taking the partial trace of the density matrix to allow for the 
fact that the SO cofragment is unobserved). The resulting 
equation can be written (see Appendix 1) as
PKQf S) =  5tot KSO j p , ^ )
Note that only state multipoles with the same K  and Q  values 
are connected with each other. Thus, the pKQ(5ot) moments can 
be determined directly from the known pkq(5) moments. If we 
assume specifically that a triplet state is involved in the 
photodissociation (i.e., 5 ot =  1) then we obtain
p2Q(5) =  -  op2Q( 5tot)
This would indicate that whereas the spin of the O-atom 
fragment lies preferentially perpendicular to the recoil direction 
the total spin is aligned along the recoil direction. The factor 
of T/2 reflects the fact that this model predicts that the two 
photofragments will have the same spin polarization.
Alternatively, spin polarization may arise from a breakdown 
of the fast recoil approximation in region 2. The O-atom spin­
orbit coupling constant is ESO ~  80 cm-1. The relative velocity 
of the fragments in the exit channel is ~2700 m s-1, yielding 
a relative kinetic energy of ~3600 cm-1  (i.e., some 45 times 
the O-atom spin-orbit splitting). Although this number is large, 
the estimated time scale for spin-orbit coupling is P/ESO ~  60 
fs, in which time the fragments separate about 1.8 A. This raises 
the possibility that the polarization of the O-atom spin occurs 
in the recoupling region and is not necessarily a result of 
dissociation along a triplet pathway. It is relevant to note that, 
in a study of the photodissociation of O2 at 157 nm, Huang and 
Gordon found O(3P) fragments formed mainly in J  =  2 (i.e., 
adiabatic behavior), and the kinetic energy roughly twice that 
observed here.47 They also computed a recoupling distance of 
about 1 - 2  A, similar to that estimated here.
With a knowledge of the multipole moments of L, it is 
possible to determine the unpaired electron density of the 
recoiling O atoms.21 In the case of two unpaired electrons 
residing in p orbitals, appropriate to the treatment of ground 
electronic state oxygen, the unpaired electron density may be 
written as21
N(0, 0 )  =  2^{1 +  ^ = ( 3  cos20 -  1)p20(L) -
3
3 cos 0  sin 0  cos 0  R [p21(L)] +  ^  sin 0  cos 20 p22(L)
(12 )
where we have used the fact that poo(L) =  1 /V . Substituting 
either set of multipole moments in Table 4 yields an unpaired 
electron density function that peaks perpendicular to the 
molecular-frame z axis, defined as the O-atom recoil direction. 
The uncertainty in the moment p22(L), mentioned above,
}
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manifests itself as uncertainty in whether the unpaired electron 
density peaks in the molecular-frame z x  plane (i.e., that 
containing the recoil velocity and the electric vector of the 
photolysis radiation) or the z y  plane. The negative sign of the 
p20(L) moment might be taken to suggest the assignment of the 
exit channel to a potential energy surface of 2  symmetry at 
linearity, as was inferred in our study of N2O .21 In the following 
section, we refine these arguments further by examining the 
angular dependence of the long-range region of the potentials 
correlating with O(3P) +  SO(32 - ) (or N2(T2+)) separated 
products.
4.2. Long-Range Potentials and Predicted Orbital Polar­
ization. Here we follow the procedure employed to model 
polarization effects in the singlet channel of the photodissocia­
tion of N2O .44 We define a critical separation, Rc, in region 2, 
at which point the electrostatic interaction is large compared 
with the spin-orbit coupling. Furthermore, we assume that
(i) before the critical separation Rc the system evolves 
adiabatically on some potential energy surface (the model does 
not say which one);
(ii) the electronic wave function at this critical point is 
determined by first-order electrostatic interactions;
(iii) after this point the fragments lose any contact and the 
wave function, transformed to the appropriate frame, determines 
the observed orbital angular momentum polarization of the 
oxygen atoms;
(iv) effects of the coherent excitation of two surfaces are 
ignored.
In this subsection, we take the molecular-frame z  axis to lie 
along the Jacobi coordinate R, with the diatomic molecule lying 
in the z x  plane. The long-range interaction potential energy 
matrix, Vmm  can then be constructed in a basis IxLM), where 
lx) is the wave function for diatomic molecule A, and |LM) is 
the electronic orbital wave function for atom B. (Here we rewrite 
ML as M .) Expressing the matrix Vmm  in terms of a multipole 
expansion yields
VM M  ( y )
=  { x L M \ V ( Y ) l x L M )
(x iQ h  o t e X L I I #  lB)| | L )
R a
- ( - i )
1a +  L -  M
(2 1 a  +  21b  +  1)!
X  (,
lA lB lA +  1b V  L  1b L
‘A A 0 - M  - m A M  lAmA
(21a ) ! (2 1 b )!
)C AmA(Y,0) (13)
where ClAmA(***) is a modified spherical harmonic and the terms 
in brackets are 3Jsymbols. (xI Q1aoIx) is the expectation value 
of the multipole moment operator of diatomic molecule A, and 
(L|| QC 1b)||L) is the reduced matrix element of the multipole 
moment operator of atom B. (See below.) Diagonalization of 
the matrix, V, for a given value of Y , yields the eigenvalues 
(i.e. the long-range potential energy surfaces) and eigenfunctions 
(i.e., the electronic wave functions in the \^LM) basis). The latter 
are used to provide the multipole moments via the equation45
Pkq(L) =  X ( -  1)L- M(LM, L  -  M |KQ)pmm(L)
MM
with density matrix elements
pMM(L) =  cM cM =  cM cM 
Here cm are the (real) expansion coefficients of the wave
function for the electronic state of interest. In the following 
discussion, we have assumed that the critical point Rc is at 
sufficiently large R  that it can safely be taken to be the recoil 
direction. Hence, we have not transformed the pmm(L) into the 
molecular frame used in the experiments, which is defined with 
z along the recoil direction. It should also be mentioned that 
the present calculation neglects the shift of the CM of the SO 
moiety, which is located here at the center of the bond.
In the case of SO2, the SO photofragment possesses both a 
dipole and a quadrupole moment; therefore, the specific terms 
of interest in the above expansion are the quadrupole- 
quadrupole term, for which lA =  1b =  2 , and the dipole- 
quadrupole term, for which lA =  1 and 1b =  2. These two terms 
give rise to 1/R5 and 1/R4 contributions to the long-range 
potential, respectively, as seen from eq 13. In the present work, 
we have not attempted to quantify matrix elements (x| Q/Ao|x) 
and (L|| Q*lB)||L), and thus at the (unknown) critical distance, 
the ratio of dipole and quadrupole moments is not known. (Note 
that for N2 +  O(3P/1D) this complication does not arise44 because 
N2 does not possess a dipole moment.) We have therefore 
calculated both the quadrupole-quadrupole and quadrupole- 
dipole terms and show that similar conclusions can be drawn 
from a consideration of either. Of course, one would expect 
the quadrupole-dipole term to become increasingly dominant 
as R  increases.
As discussed in the Introduction, at linearity the O(3P) +  
SO(32 - ) products correlate with surfaces of 1,3,52+ and 1,3,5n  
symmetry. In common with previous studies, the possible 
involvement of the quintet surfaces is neglected here. For the 
singlet surfaces at Jacobi angles in the range of 0 e  Y e  90°, 
the T2 +(TA') is the lowest in energy6 and correlates with the 
ground electronic state of SO2. The signs of the multipole terms 
in eq 13 are consistent with this energy ordering. The angular 
dependences of the potentials for the triplet states and the 
predicted state multipole moments, discussed below, are the 
same as those shown for the singlet states. Slices through the 
relevant potential energy surfaces as a function of Y , determined 
from the quadrupole-quadrupole and quadrupole-dipole terms 
in the expansion of eq 13, are shown in Figure 7. Both the 
dipole-quadrupole and quadrupole-quadrupole long-range 
interactions favor a preferred linear OSO configuration in the 
ground electronic state. The symmetry labels have been identi­
fied by considering the | M | populations determined from the 
eigenfunctions as indicated above. (They are in fact the diagonal 
elements of the density matrix.) Note that for the quadrupole- 
dipole interaction the A" electronic state (i.e., that with the both 
O-atom unpaired electrons in the molecular plane) the potential 
energy at Y =  90° is identically zero, which it must be by 
symmetry in this case, because the CM of diatomic fragment 
A is located in the middle of the bond. Notice also the avoided 
crossing between the two states of A at Y =  90°.
The predicted multipole moments p2 (L) are shown in Figure 
8 versus Jacobi angle y  for the 2  and n  states under discussion. 
(The same plots apply to both the singlet and triplet states.) 
For the n(A ") state, the multipole moments predicted by both 
the quadrupole-quadrupole and quadrupole-dipole terms are 
independent of Y . This is physically reasonable because this 
state corresponds to that with the filled p orbital of the O atom 
out of the plane of the molecule. Note also that because this 
state is the only one of A symmetry there are no other states 
with which it can mix, and the moment R[p21(L)] is zero. The 
behavior of the moments for the two A states is rather more 
complex because the orbital character of the states changes as 
Y varies from 0 to 180°. Thus, the ground state at 0° (i.e., for
1/2
X
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Figure 7. y dependence of the quadrupole-dipole (upper panel) and 
quadrupole-quadrupole (lower panel) terms in the potential energy 
for the three singlet states generated upon the combination of SO(32) 
and O(3P).
Figure 8. Predicted p Q L )  versus Jacobi angle y for the three singlet 
states under discussion, employing the quadrupole-dipole interaction 
term (left panels) and quadrupole-quadrupole interaction terms (right 
panels). — F20(L),------- R > 2i(L)], and ••• P22CL).
OSO) is a 2  state, and p20(L) < 0, corresponding to preferential 
population of the M  =  0 sublevel of the O atom, whereas at y  
=  180° (i.e., for SOO) the ground state has n  symmetry and 
p20(L) > 0, corresponding to preferential population of the M  
=  ±1 sublevels. Because of the mixing between the two A' 
states away from linearity, both of these states have nonzero 
values of R[p21(L)].
4.3. Mechanistic Implications. The nuclear motion over the 
surfaces described in the previous subsection will lead to 
averaging over the y  coordinate. This averaging is probably one 
important reason that the predicted moments shown in Figure 
8 are much larger than those observed experimentally. Correct 
averaging over this coordinate requires a full dynamical 
calculation, which if performed rigorously would also allow for 
nonadiabatic transitions induced, for example, via spin-orbit 
coupling. Such a complete treatment is not feasible at present 
and has not been performed. Nevertheless, the calculated 
multipole moments do provide some clues about the dissociation 
mechanism in the exit channel. Here we focus our discussion 
on the alternative singlet dissociation channels, although at 
present, on the basis of the alignment measurements alone, it 
is not possible to rule out the involvement of an intersystem- 
crossing mechanism. It would appear that the measured 
polarization parameters of Table 4 are inconsistent with dis­
sociation on a surface of n (A '') symmetry. The calculated 
moments are of the wrong sign and relative magnitude to be 
compatible with the experimental data. The fact that the 
predicted moments for this state are invariant with y  suggests
that this picture would not change significantly if the photo­
dissociation dynamics were considered more fully.
It is necessary, though, to be more cautious about assigning 
roles for the two A' states. In the case of the singlet states of 
SO2, these correlate with the ground 1 XA' state and, at long 
range, the repulsive 21A' state, whereas for the triplet states the 
2(A') and n(A ') states correlate with the 23A' and 13A', 
respectively. The predicted multipole moments for these states 
change sign at ~90 and 45° for the quadrupole-dipole and 
quadrupole-quadrupole terms, respectively, and thus the 
dynamical averaging over the Jacobi angle is more critical. Both 
the ground and excited states of SO2 have similar equilibrium 
bond angles, corresponding at long range to Jacobi angles of y  
~  60°. The potential energy surfaces of Katagiri et al.6 indicate 
that little torque is likely to be generated by dissociation 
proceeding via the ground-state surface, whereas dissociation 
on the excited singlet state surface via the avoided crossing with 
the 31A' state would appear likely to generate more activity in 
the angular coordinate, favoring large y . (Note that our definition 
of y  is different from that used by Katagiri et al.6) This singlet 
channel mechanism, which is that favored in the interpretation 
offered by Houston and co-workers,11 might be consistent with 
the present alignment data but only if large Jacobi angles are 
preferentially sampled. It is perhaps worth commenting that such 
a mechanism might also be expected to generate significant 
photofragment rotational excitation, which is not observed either 
in the present study or in previous work.11,37
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As noted above, an alternative mechanism, photodissociation 
proceeding via excitation to the C state, followed by internal 
conversion back to the ground state, would be expected to 
generate little rotational excitation in the SO coproduct. The 
predicted multipole moments for both types of interaction terms 
are consistent with this mechanism provided that the average y  
sampled at the critical separation is similar to the equilibrium 
values in the parent states. This interpretation of the alignment 
data would seem to be more consistent with the modest SO 
photofragment rotational excitation observed both at 193  nm 
and in the range of 202-207 nm.11 It is also consistent with 
the findings of the recent IR emission study from the group of 
Weiner and co-workers.17 However, it is important to emphasize 
that from the L-state multipole moments alone it is not possible 
to distinguish between the internal-conversion mechanism and 
the intersystem-crossing mechanism, which proceeds via the 
23A state, because both states would be predicted to generate 
the same L  polarization. The participation of the triplet state 
has been invoked previously to account for the presence of spin- 
polarized SO fragments.4,8 Indeed, as discussed in section 4.1, 
the observation of spin-polarized oxygen might be taken as a 
signature of the involvement of the triplet state.
As a final comment, it is worthwhile to compare the 
calculated polarization information with that observed in the 
spin-forbidden dissociation channel of N2O, which generates 
O(3P) +  N2(12 +) products. As noted above, in this system only 
the long-range quadrupole-quadrupole interaction need be 
considered. The angular dependence of the quadrupole- 
quadrupole interaction potential has the same form as that shown 
in the lower panel of Figure 7, although the ordering of the n  
and 2  states in N2O is reversed compared with that shown for 
SO2 (i.e., the 2  state is highest in energy). Furthermore, the A' 
and A symmetry labels used in Figures 7 and 8 should be 
exchanged for N2O because the O-atom cofragment is N2(12+), 
which transforms as A ' in Cs symmetry, as opposed to SO(32 - ) 
from SO2, which transforms as A" According to an analysis 
of the polarization data using the fast-recoil model, the photo­
dissociation of N2O generates O atoms with negative values 
for all of the F2Q(L ) moments, with F20(L ) taking a value of 
~  -0.14. This was interpreted as arising from dissociation in 
the exit channel for a state of 32- (A ) symmetry. Although it 
is clear from the data shown in the right-hand panel of Figure 
8 that the calculated multipole moments might be consistent 
with this picture, it is also clear that a more quantitative 
assignment requires some knowledge of the Jacobi angles 
sampled in the dissociation, preferably derived from a scattering 
calculation. Furthermore, given that photodissociation in N2O 
is likely to involve intersystem crossing, it would also be of 
interest to examine whether the O-atom spin is polarized using 
the model described in the present work.
5. Conclusions
The 193-nm photodissociation of SO2 has been studied using 
resonantly enhanced multiphoton ionization of ground-state 
O(3P), coupled with velocity-map ion imaging. The dependence 
of the ion images on the linear polarization of pump and probe 
laser radiation has been used to determine the electronic angular 
momentum alignment of the O(3PJ) atoms, together with their 
speed distribution and translational anisotropy. The data are 
interpreted with the help of a model that accommodates the 
polarization of the O-atom electron spin. The analysis suggests 
that both the O-atom electron spin and orbital angular momenta 
are polarized perpendicular to the recoil direction. The angular 
dependence of the long-range quadrupole- dipole and quadru-
po le- quadrupole potential energy terms in the exit channel is 
also considered, from which molecular-frame multipole mo­
ments of the recoiling O atoms have been estimated. The 
predicted multipole alignment moments are shown to depend 
sensitively on the Jacobi angle, y, suggesting that a more 
quantitative assessment of polarization effects in this and similar 
systems requires a dynamical treatment that takes into account 
the averaging over this angular coordinate. Nevertheless, it has 
been shown that a comparison of the calculated polarization 
moments with those derived experimentally can been used even 
at a qualitative level to discount some of the possible dissociation 
pathways. The calculations also lend some support to the 
mechanism proposed previously for the spin-forbidden photo­
dissociation of N2O leading to O(3P) +  N2 products,21 although 
the Jacobi angle is also seen here as crucial in determining the 
values of the polarization parameters.
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Appendix 1
The relationship between atomic-state multipoles FKQ in the 
J1, J2, and J , J  representations can be written as
[ P k J  X  pJ kq =  X [(2J  +  1)(2 /  +  1)(2K1 +  1X2K  +  1)]^
J,J
Ji K J
X { J 2 J 2 K 2 (PkqCZ, J  )
J  J  K
(14)
which is the inverse of eq A1 in ref 21. Here Pkq(J ,  J ), with 
rank K , is the state multipole related to the total angular 
momenta J, J , and pK1(J1) and pk2(J2), with their ranks K 1 and 
K 2, are the state multipoles related to angular momenta J1 and 
J2, respectively. The direct tensor product in eq 14 is readily 
calculated according to the equation
[PK1(J1) X pK2(J2)]KQ =  X  CK^ q1K2q2 PK1q1(J 1) p K2q2(J2) (15)
where CjQ ^  is a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient.
Because in the present application fragment 2 is unobserved, 
we take the partial trace over J2 in eq 14, which is equivalent 
to holding K2 =  0. Then, K2 =  0, q2 =  0, and eq 15 simplifies 
to
[pK1(J1) X pK2(J2)]KQ =  ÔK,K1 0  Q,q1 ÔK2,0 pKQ(J1) p00(J2) (16)
and the 9j symbol in eq 14 collapses to
J + J +K+J2
( - 1)J
J  J 1 K1 I
\ J 2 J 2 0 [=  Ôk k
[ j r J  K \  , 1[(2K +  1)(2J2 +  1)]
__ rj 1 J 1 k i
1/4  j  j  J 2 J
(17)
In the case of coupling the two spins J 1 =  S  and J2 =  SSO into 
the total spin S»t (using the notation of section 4.1), which we 
consider to have definite values of either S»t =  Sot =  0 or
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Sot =  Siot =  1, no summation over Sot is necessary in eq 14. 
By combining these results, eq 14 can be written as
p KQ(S )  p00(SS0) =
sS+SSO+Stot+K^M +  1) f S
( - i r
V2 SS<
= { 5  S  S  W S J  (18)+  1 L Stot Stot SSO J v
Here p00(Sot) =  1/^/2 Stot+ 1  by definition as a primary value, 
and the normalization factors for p00(S) and p00(SS0) are defined 
by eq 18. By considering the case for K  =  0, it can be shown 
that p00(S) =  1/V2 S+ 1  and p00(SS0) =  1/ ^ 2SS0+ 1 . Substitut­
ing these expressions into eq 18 yields eq 11 of section 4.1.
Appendix 2
The multipole expansion of the Coulomb interaction between 
the diatomic molecule (A) and the atom (B) is given by48
V =  ^ ^ -(lA+lB+1) £  ( - 1 )
(21a  +  21b)! 1/2
(21a)!(21b)!.
< ^ ^ 1 ( 4  +  m Q M L  QML (19)
where the multipole operators (QMP) are defined in the molecular 
frame. (See section 4.2.) In this Appendix, we derive the 
expression for the matrix elements of V  in the \%LM) basis as 
given in eq 12. The computation of the diatomic part involves 
a rotation to the diatomic frame
<X\O J F »  =  X<*\ ^ \X)D A >(0, y , 0) (20)
where D 1^* m(0, y, 0) is a Wigner rotation matrix element. 
Because the diatom is in a 2 -  state, only the term with m  =  0 
contributes, and we may use Da*o(0, y , 0) =  c a  mA(y , 0). To 
evaluate the atomic part of the matrix elements, we use the 
W igner-Eckart theorem:
(LM \ O M ^ IL M  > =  ( - 1 ) L L  1b L
- M  mB M )<L|| &  «||L> 
(2 1 )
Finally, the expression for the matrix elements in eq 13 is 
obtained by converting the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient from 
eq 19 into a 3j  symbol through
<lAmAlBmB|(lA +  lB)0> 
¿mA,-mB( - 1)lA-lB(2 lA +  21b +  1 )1/2(
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